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Supported by

Acknowledgement of
Country
The City of Belmont acknowledges the Noongar
Whadjuk people as the Traditional Owners of this
land and we pay our respects to Elders past, present
and emerging. We further acknowledge their cultural
heritage, beliefs, connection and relationship with this
land which continues today.
We acknowledge all Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples living within the City of Belmont.

COVID-19 measures

To deliver a COVID-safe event the City will have the following COVID measures in
place:
• Anyone aged 16 years and over will be required to show proof of COVID-19
vaccination or medical exemption to enter The Imaginarium at Wilson Park from
19 to 22 May and some of workshops from 1 to 15 May.
• Attendees at any event will also be required to scan in using a Safe WA or
Service WA COVID-19 QR code or sign into a hard copy contact register.
• If they apply at the time, please obey mask wearing mandates.
Attendees will be required to practice appropriate physical distancing for the duration
of the event. Do not attend if you have any flu-like symptoms.
The City of Belmont is committed to ensuring the health and safety of all attendees
and this event will comply with all relevant and recommended Government
restrictions and health and safety protocols in place at the time of the event.
Ticket holders will be advised of any changes to the event should they occur.
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1 - 15 MAY

FREE WORKSHOPS FOR CHILDREN,
YOUTH AND ADULTS TO DEVELOP
PERFORMING ARTS SKILLS
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1 MAY

1 MAY

2PM - 3PM

3PM - 4PM

VINTAGE CHARLESTON DANCE | 18+

BURLESQUE BOA | 18+

FORSTER PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Turn on the toe-tapping jazz and get ready for some
energetic and upbeat dance! In this workshop you
will learn the Charleston and other 1920s dances,
all combined in a mini routine. No dance experience
necessary, all ages and genders over 18 welcome.

FORSTER PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Get seductive with a classic burlesque boa, master the
art of tease, and exaggerate your bumps and grinds!
At our Burlesque Boa class, you’ll learn how to deftly
maneuver a boa, as part of a fun and sensual mini
routine.

3 MAY

4 MAY

5PM - 6PM

6PM - 7PM

WHEEL GYMNASTICS | 9-14 YEARS

CARD TRICKS TO IMPRESS YOUR
FRIENDS AND ENEMIES | 18+

CENTENARY PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Have you tried German Wheel? Join us for a casual
introduction to the wheel as we teach you how to rock
and roll and maybe even go upside down! This beginner
skills class is suitable for anyone. You will learn basics
that work for your body type, fitness, and daredevil rating.

FORSTER PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Learn magic in an open and fun environment from
a magician with over 10 years of experience. From
beginner to intermediate difficulty, there’s a trick for
everyone to master and start fooling friends immediately!

5 MAY

5 MAY

5:30PM - 6:30PM

6:30PM - 7:30PM

CIRCUS AND AERIAL SILKS | 6-11 YEARS

CIRCUS AND AERIAL SILKS | 18+

PAZAZ DANCE COMPANY
At this beginner’s workshop children will learn skills on
silk and lyra apparatus, both of which are suspended
from the ceiling. The class will also cover other circus
performance arts like including juggling, hula hoops and
more!

PAZAZ DANCE COMPANY
Let’s take things aerial!
At this beginner’s workshop adults will learn skills on silk
and lyra apparatus, both of which are suspended from
the ceiling. The class will also cover circus performance
arts like including juggling, hula hoops and more!
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7 MAY

7 MAY

1PM - 2PM

2PM - 3PM

CIRCUS SKILLS TRY IT ALL | 12-17 YEARS

CIRCUS SKILLS TRY IT ALL | 18+

REDCLIFFE PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Juggling, handstands, acrobatics, diablo, flexibility,
spinning plates - circus can involve so many different
disciplines. In this mixed skill workshop for teens, try a
variety of acrobatic and object manipulation skills and
get a little taste of different circus specialties under the
guidance of experienced trainers.

REDCLIFFE PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Juggling, handstands, acrobatics, diablo, flexibility,
spinning plates - circus can involve so many different
disciplines. In this mixed skill workshop for adults, try a
variety of acrobatic and object manipulation skills and
get a little taste of different circus specialties under the
guidance of experienced trainers.

7 MAY

7 MAY

3PM TO 4PM

4PM TO 5PM

60S GOGO DANCE | 18+

BEGINNERS BURLESQUE | 18+

REDCLIFFE PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Work up a sweat and have a blast doing it! The wild,
upbeat music is guaranteed to get your toes tapping in
this energetic class, and in no time, you’ll have stepped
back into the 1960s to do the Monkey, the Wahtusi, the
Swim, the Hully Gully, the Mashed Potato, the Twist and
many more!

REDCLIFFE PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Shimmy, shake, bump, grind, wiggle, jiggle, twirl and
swirl your way through the classic burlesque moves.
Join us for lots of sassy fun while you learn how to strut
(even in sky-high heels!) and exude confidence at this
fundamentals class.

8 MAY

8 MAY

2PM - 3PM

3PM - 4PM

LEARN HOW TO BECOME A
MAGICIAN | 6-11 YEARS

BALLOON TWISTING FOR
BEGINNERS | 6-11 YEARS

FORSTER PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE

FORSTER PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE

This class is not to be missed by budding young
magicians! Children aged 6 to 11 will learn simple but
effective magic techniques at this beginner’s class and
will leave with a few tricks up their sleeve to amaze
friends and family.

Bring your imagination and learn how to create funky
balloon shapes through twisting! This beginner’s session
for children will start off with a simple balloon animal and
progress to a variety of creations – the sky’s the limit.
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10 MAY

10 MAY

5PM - 6PM

6PM - 7PM

WHOSE RHYME | 12-17 YEARS

WHOSE RHYME | 18+

RIVERVALE COMMUNITY CENTRE
Learn how to freestyle rap on the spot about anything you
can see in front of you. By starting from the ground up
to build your freestyle skills, young people will be walked
through the skillset so by the end of the session they are
able to rap an eight-bar verse with confidence!

RIVERVALE COMMUNITY CENTRE
Learn how to freestyle rap on the spot about anything you
can see in front of you. This session will start from the
ground up to build your freestyle skills. After being walked
through the skillset, you’ll be able to rap an eight-bar
verse with confidence the end of the session!

11 MAY

12 MAY

6PM - 7PM

6:30PM - 6:30PM
5:30PM
7:30PM

CARD TRICKS TO IMPRESS YOUR
FRIENDS AND ENEMIES | 18+

CIRCUS AND AERIAL SILKS | 6-11 YEARS
PAZAZ DANCE COMPANY

FORSTER PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE

Let’s take things aerial! At this beginner’s workshop you’ll
learn skills on silk and lyra apparatus, both of which are
suspended from the ceiling. The class will also cover
other circus performance arts like including juggling, hula
hoops and more!

Come learn magic in an open and fun environment
from a magician with over 10 years of experience. From
beginner to intermediate difficulty, there’s a trick for
everyone to master and start fooling friends immediately!

12 MAY

14 MAY

6:30PM - 7:30PM

1PM-2PM

CIRCUS AND AERIAL SILKS | 18+

HAND PUPPETS | 6-11 YEARS

PAZAZ DANCE COMPANY

RIVERVALE COMMUNITY CENTRE

Let’s take things aerial! At this beginner’s workshop you’ll
learn skills on silk and lyra apparatus, both of which are
suspended from the ceiling. The class will also cover
other circus performance arts like including juggling, hula
hoops and more!

Let the fun begin! Make your own hand puppet and bring
them to life with Professor Tim, WA’s only Punch and
Judy Professor. This workshop will show you how to
make a puppet and bring them to life.
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14 MAY

14 MAY

2PM TO 3PM

3PM TO 4PM

TAIKO FOR JUNIORS | 8-13 YEARS

TAIKO FOR DANCERS | 18+

RIVERVALE COMMUNITY CENTRE

REDCLIFFE PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Learn elegant movements, powerful rhythms, and
teamwork with Taiko! This Japanese performance
combines drumming and full body movements set to a
mesmerising beat. In this workshop for beginners, you’ll
be taken through the basics of beating taiko drums with
your whole body.

Learn to beat, jump and shout like a Taiko Ninja in this
fun introduction to Japanese drumming. This Japanese
performance combines drumming and full body
movements set to a mesmerising beat. In this workshop,
young people will learn it’s movement and rhythm
through games and challenges.

15 MAY

15 MAY

1PM - 2PM

2PM - 3PM

HIP HOP | 6-9 YEARS

HIP HOP | 10-13 YEARS

PAZAZ DANCE COMPANY

PAZAZ DANCE COMPANY

Get ready to dance in this free workshop introducing
children to basics of hip hop and groovy moves. A
warm-up full of freestyling, stretching and conditioning
guaranteed is guaranteed to get your heart pounding.
Then we’ll move into choreography set to today’s grooveworthy jams and teach you a funky dance!

Get ready to dance in this free workshop introducing
young people to basics of hip hop and groovy moves. A
warm-up full of freestyling, stretching and conditioning
guaranteed is guaranteed to get your heart pounding.
Then we’ll move into choreography set to today’s grooveworthy jams and teach you a funky dance!

15 MAY

15 MAY

3PM - 4PM

4PM - 5PM

WHEEL GYMNASTICS | 9-14 YEARS

WHEEL GYMNASTICS | 18+

CENTENARY PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Have you tried German Wheel? Join us for a casual
introduction to the wheel as we teach you how to rock
and roll and maybe even go upside down! This beginner
skills class is suitable for anyone. You will learn basics
that work for your body type, fitness, and daredevil rating.

CENTENARY PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
Have you tried German Wheel? Join us for a casual
introduction to the wheel as we teach you how to rock
and roll and maybe even go upside down! This beginner
skills class is suitable for anyone. You will learn basics
that work for your body type, fitness, and daredevil rating.
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19 - 22 MAY

4 DAYS OF FREE STAND-UP
COMEDY, CIRCUS, CABARET, MAGIC,
BURLESQUE AND DRAG SHOWS FOR
ALL AGES.
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19 MAY

19 MAY

6PM - 7PM

6:30PM - 7:30PM

POP MAGIC | G

SINATRA VS BUBLÉ BIG BAND
RUMBLE | G

SATIRE TENT
Join the exciting world of Pop Magic Entertainment and
sit back and enjoy a fun interactive family magic show.
This engaging show will be full of bright, colourful effects
with plenty of audience participation to entertain children
and adults.

SONIC TENT
In a duel across jazz generations, experience the
greatest songs of Frank Sinatra and Michael Bublé
performed head-to-head by a full-size swinging jazz
big band! Who will reign supreme? Or is every song a
winner? Only the audience can make the final call!

19 MAY

19 MAY

7PM - 8PM

7PM - 8PM

A MILLION DREAMS | G

TWERK NOIR | MA 15+

SPECTRUM TENT
Singalong to your favourite hits from the Greatest
Showman whilst being awed by spectacular circus acts
including aerial acrobatics, hula hoops, fire and more.
This show will make you Come Alive!

SIZZLE TENT
From the roaring 20s all the way through to the hot girl
summer, join us for this fun and flirty dance showcase!
Incorporating twerk history and culture, come on a
journey of self-love and body positivity.

19 MAY

19 MAY

8PM - 9PM

8:30PM -9:30PM

COCKTAIL OF ILLUSION | M

BIPOCITY - UNITY AMONGST
DIVERSITY | R 18+

SATIRE TENT
Join the magical mixologist Michel Fouché for a
showcase of funny and fresh slight-of-hand magic,
right off the top shelf! This West Australian Society of
Magician’s 2019 People’s Choice Award winner is an act
you don’t want to miss.

SONIC TENT
This new and dynamic variety show will feature
burlesque, drag, musical and multidisciplinary artists from
a variety of multicultural backgrounds. Together, they
stand against tokenism and systemic racism in the arts.

8

19 MAY

20 MAY

9PM TO 10PM

5PM - 6PM

BIG TIME BURLY Q | R 18+

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE | PG

SIZZLE TENT
Big glamour, big laughs, and big personality - it’s time for
Big Time Burly Q! Entertaining crowds with shimmering
showgirls, delicious drag and velvety vocalists, this act is
sure to show you a good time.

SONIC TENT
Strap in for a high-energy extravaganza filled with all your
favourite rock’n’roll classics played by the multi awardwinning Perth Sax Rockers. Sing, dance, or air guitar
to your heart’s content to timeless tunes played by this
amazing saxophone ensemble.

20 MAY

20 MAY

5:30PM - 6:30PM

6:30PM - 7:30PM

JAMES HANCOX: MEGAMOVIE | PG

A MILLION DREAMS | G

SATIRE TENT
Filled with silly songs and DIY props, James Hancox
has just one hour to come up with the ultimate movie
masterpiece: a high-intensity yet incredibly low-budget
blockbuster inspired by the greatest films ever made. It’s
a race against time... and copyright infringement.

SPECTRUM TENT
Singalong to your favourite hits from the Greatest
Showman whilst being awed by spectacular circus acts
including aerial acrobatics, hula hoops, fire and more.
This show will make you Come Alive!

20 MAY

20 MAY

7PM - 8PM

7PM TO 8PM

FEELING WAY TOO GOOD | PG

VINTAGE GLAMOUR BURLESQUE
HOUR | R 18+

SONIC TENT
Lisa Woodbrook hits the stage with her five-piece band,
providing a stellar line up of Bublé classics. Looking at
the hilarious twists and turns of everyday life, this cabaret
shares just what to do when life gives you lemons.

SIZZLE TENT
Showcasing the golden age of burlesque, this
performance will take you on an exciting journey of glitz
and glamour. With tribute performances full of illusion and
allure, you’ll be transported back to the 1950s!
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20 MAY

20 MAY

8:30PM - 9:30PM

9PM - 10PM

EXHIBIT: UNHINGED! | MA 15+

DOUBLE ENTENDRE | R 18+

SPECTRUM TENT
Join us for Exhibit: Unhinged! A late-night cabaret
featuring acts from WA’s leading circus performers. This
display of agility is set to wow audiences with dazzling
aerials, acrobatics and juggling like you’ve never seen
before.

SONIC TENT
Adam and Eve. Batman and Robin. Mulder and Scully.
Double Entendre features burlesque renditions of iconic
duos that prove that good things come in pairs, with
double the cabaret talent!

20 MAY

21 MAY

9PM - 10PM

1PM - 2PM

007 LICENSE TO THRILL | R 18+

SPLAT! IT’S A KID’S GAME SHOW | G

SIZZLE TENT
Calling all James Bond fans! Be immersed into this
performance of glamour, drama, and intrigue as Delza
Skye puts on an evening to remember. Set to the iconic
scores of the Bond films, this performance is packed with
burlesque, music, and more.

SPECTRUM TENT
Set in a TV station near you, contestants and the host
battle it out to for the final prize as the game show comes
to life around them. This entertaining mix of circus antics
and comedy is set to be a family favourite!

21 MAY

21 MAY

1PM -2PM

2PM -3PM

PIRATES OF THE CANNING RIVER | G

BRASS PARTY | G

SATIRE TENT
Your local swashbuckling pirates have anchored and are
ready to show you how to party! Pop on your best peg
leg, sing the sea shanties, and get ready to laugh until
your belly hurts.

SONIC TENT
Get your frosted tips and double denim ready! This
set from Perth musicians, Brass Party, tackles classic
bangers from the 90’s and 2000’s. Expect filthy funk,
outrageous horn lines and fat bass.
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21 MAY

21 MAY

3PM TO 4PM

3PM - 4PM

FANTASY AERIAL SHOW | G

THE MAGIC COAT | G

SPECTRUM TENT
Packed with routines full of fire dances, hoops and
acrobatic routines, join us to witness the wonders of the
Fantasy Aerial Show! This family friendly show is sure to
encapsulate the excitement of The Imaginarium.

SONIC TENT
“There is a secret I want you to know... I have a Magic
Coat wherever I go!” This theatre show presents an
analogy of an imaginary coat that helps children to feel
safe and deal with several difficult situations they may
come across in their young lives.

21 MAY

21 MAY

5PM - 6PM

4PM - 5PM

A NIGHT AT THE CINEMA | PG

A MILLION DREAMS | G

SONIC TENT
Hit the red carpet, with this cabaret filled with iconic
songs from the silver screen. Join us as we travel back
in time to revisit the most memorable soundtracks from
movies like Dirty Dancing, Grease, Singing in the Rain
and more!

SPECTRUM TENT
Singalong to your favourite hits from the Greatest
Showman whilst being awed by spectacular circus acts
including aerial acrobatics, hula hoops, fire and more.
This show will make you Come Alive!

21 MAY

21 MAY

5PM - 6PM

5:30PM - 6:30PM

ALI OOP PRESENTS LEAD ME ASTRAY |
MA 15+

WHOSE RHYME | M
SATIRE TENT
Combining rapping and comedy, this show is for the quick
witted! With a bunch of crowd involvement you’ll rhyme,
mime, and guess your way through a series of creative
freestyle word games that will test the limits of your
imagination - and the skill of your hosts!

SIZZLE TENT
Follow Ali as they interact with the seven deadly sins in
the underworld. Passing each sin with music, drag and
burlesque, prepare to be on the edge of your seat!
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21 MAY

21 MAY

6:30PM - 7:30PM

7PM - 8PM

A CIRCUS SENSATION | PG

I AM THEY | M

SPECTRUM TENT
An exhilarating show from start to finish - superstars ZAP
Circus bring their all-time favourite circus stunts to The
Imaginarium in a brand-new show that you don’t want to
miss! With fire eating, hula hooping, acrobatics, comedy,
freakshow stunts and more, this show is sure to keep you
entertained.

SONIC TENT
Immerse yourself in self-discovery and unleash emotions
with the performer’s triumph and tragedy of living in a
world of gender and sexual diversity. Twelve incredibly
brave and honest members of the Perth LBGTQIA+
community join forces to unite everyone in a safe space.

21 MAY

21 MAY

7:30PM - 8:30PM

7PM TO 8PM

HOTSHOTS! A BURLESQUE
EXTRAVAGANZA | R 18+

LUKE BOLLAND: BUBBLE BOY | MA 15+
SATIRE TENT
One of Australia’s best comedians has spent the last year
creating this brand-new stand-up comedy show just for
his hometown of Perth. Hear all about Luke’s experience
growing up in Gosnells, quitting Facebook, awkward
private comedy shows, getting arrested, and his stonecold revenge!

SIZZLE TENT
Get ready for a burlesque extravaganza filled to the brim
with Perth’s most talented and exciting performers. It’s
going to be a funny, saucy, and maybe get a little bit
weird; a full spectrum of burlesque on one stage.

21 MAY

21 MAY

8:30PM -9:30PM

9PM TO 10PM

SPECTACULAR, SPECTACULAR! | MA 15+

CIRCUS AFTER DARK: THE LUST
EDITION | R 18+

SONIC TENT
Perth Cabaret Collective is ready to take you on a
jazz filled, sequin clad, all singing, all dancing cabaret
extravaganza! Featuring a fabulous live jazz band and
bringing together prohibition-style cabaret with lashings of
showgirl glam Spectacular, Spectactular! is bound to be
just that.

SPECTRUM TENT
This adults-only cabaret explores the darker, sexier, and
funnier side of circus! Uncover the secrets and hidden
desires of aerialists and acrobats as they fly, twist, and
somersault their way through this must-see show.
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21 MAY

21 MAY

9PM - 10PM

9PM TO 10PM

BURLESQUE VS MAGIC | R 18+

COMEDY HOUR OF POWER | R 18+

SIZZLE TENT
One magician goes against three of Australia’s best
burlesque artists. After going head-to-head over three
rounds, the performers are then at the mercy of the
audience who get to vote on what was best, burlesque or
magic? The loser must try their hand at the other’s craft!

SATIRE TENT
Buckle in for some non-stop laughs, giggle, and
inevitable comedy vs crowd interaction. With a complete
whizz through of a range of comedians, the Comedy
Hour of Power is your one-stop comedy shop!

22 MAY

22 MAY

2:30PM - 3:30PM

3:30PM - 4:30PM

ARIA | G

ONCE UPON A SINGALONG | G

SPECTRUM TENT
Kinetica’s award-winning circus show Aria will captivate
you with spectacular aerial acts interwoven with live violin
- exploring the unique connection of circus and music.
Avant-garde performances, live music, and death-defying
acts have been rolled into a brand-new, thrilling show.

SONIC TENT
Sing along to a tale as old as time, dance like there is no
midnight, and let it all go at this show that little ones will
love.

22 MAY

22 MAY

4:30PM - 5:30PM

4:30PM - 5:30PM

PSI CHIC AND TIN MAN: MIND VS
MAGIC | G

DOWN REBOUND | PG
SPECTRUM TENT
Down Rebound presents an insight into the trials and
tribulations of being a circus performer, covering themes
of friendship, injuries, support, and fear. Expect to see
top-notch juggling, feats of acrobatics, epic aerial rope...
and some whinging acrobats.

SATIRE TENT
A classic tale of hero vs villain is bought to life in this
battle of wits, magic and mind games. Join us to see
Perth’s premier female magician fight it out to maintain
her title.
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22 MAY

22 MAY

5:30PM - 6:30PM

6PM - 7PM

90’S PLAYLIST | PG

STARDUST LOUNGE | R 18+

SONIC TENT
This award-winning show features hits by artists such
as The Spice Girls, Ricky Martin, TLC, The Rembrandts,
and a hip-hop mix that will leave you wanting to dance!
Specialising in original a cappella arrangements,
chucklesome parodies, and crowd sing-a-longs, this girl
group will feature live drums for extra groove.

SIZZLE TENT
Watch our solar system collide with burlesque as planets
take human form and descend on the Stardust Lounge
for a celestial cabaret. This spectacle of tease, glamour,
comedy, and curiosities is guaranteed to indulge your
senses and take you out of this world.

22 MAY

22 MAY

6:30PM - 7:30PM

6:30PM - 7:30PM

GOORGYP YEDI | G

PURPLE PEOPLE COMEDY AND
CIRCUS | G

SATIRE TENT
Join Kobi Arthur Morrison for a singalong in the Noongar
language, for an hour Kobi will present a combination of
covers and originals that the audience can sing along to,
there will be familiar songs are loved in a language that
runs deep in our home

SPECTRUM TENT
A contemporary comedy and acrobatic show made for
adults, but kids are welcome too! Be blown away by
acrobats, juggling, hula hooping and fire in this awarded
comedy show, culminating in a breathtaking stunt that
no-one else in the world performs!

22 MAY

22 MAY

7:30PM - 8:30PM

8:30PM - 9:30PM

NERDLESQUE: REVENGE OF THE
STRIP | R 18+

TOP SHELF CABARET | M
SONIC TENT
Each performer in this show is a master of their
field – you’re guaranteed a night of excitement and
entertainment as they showcase a combination of circus,
burlesque, and stand-up comedy.

SIZZLE TENT
From Star Wars to Barbarella, Super Mario to Xena, this
act delivers a range of styles, references, and incredible
costumes. Re-live your childhood fanfic dreams as you’ve
never seen them before!
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CITY OF BELMONT

Stay in touch with your
local community
Subscribe to the City’s eNews at
belmont.wa.gov.au/e-news
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